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I cannot believe that the powers that be in my government are using that tired, cliche' approach to duck your responsibility in the
matter of the Asian Carp and it's "sister" the Silver Carp. You don't want to deal with a difficult matter; a budget nightmare if
funds are not easy to come by, so you walk the old trail of "Don't offend"...don't tell them you have no intention of dealing with the
problem you are faced with but will need their vote in the future so you use the old standby of the Do-Nothing
Committee's..."We'll do a really nice lengthy study of this problem"...and then stonewall them to death. You are throwing away
our last major CLEAN freshwater source in the continental United States and any industry based on that very clean condition. We
have had to fight over many, many years to keep these waters clear of killing pollution in all it's ugly forms. Now you folks are
singlehandedly destroying these lakes and river by shortsighted, penurious,uncaring of the 
disaster you are creating by dragging your feet on the matter of STOPPING THE ASIAN CARP, not studying it to death. Have
you no pride in these magnificiant waters? Have you no concern for what will happen to the millions who depend upon these
waters for livelihood, vacation destinations,the location of their homes and their futures. The struggle that will come from letting
the system die of your neglect and the residents, nay...voters that you are abandoning. The plan in force will bring disaster...the
clean up/reclaimation that will follow will cost you more than you can imagine. History has proven it...this time let man do the
right thing BEFORE it's too late.


